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Breeding book 

In the European aviaries we don t have many Biak Lorikeets. Some birds breed good and 

produce many youngsters. Other pairs don t breed that good, so we don t get many 

youngsters. 

As a result of it the genpool of the Biak Lorikeets get smaller and the blood of the better 

breeding pairs get a bigger part in the genpool. 

For this reason we start a breeding book. The aim is it to collect all the information of the 

relationship to get a overview of the birds. With this information we can try to build new pairs 

with the next youngsters and hold the genpool as big as possible. 

To get a good informative value we need as many informations as possible. I hope that all 

the breeders have the same point of view and see the necessity of a breeding book. So I 

request all the breeders of the Biak Lorikeets to work together with us and send as many 

informations as possible to me. Two german breeders with youngsters in the last years agree 

to take part and give their information for the breeding book. 

We will use the information, we get, confidential. The owner of the birds will get a handout as 

a family tree. An example of it you see at the end. It is in german, but I think that everyone 

can read the important informations out of it. In the handout are only the ring numbers 

without any names of the breeders. I think this breeding book can get a profit for all of us. 

I hope that many breeders have the same point of view and send us many informations. If 

there are any questions please ask me. 

Please tell also all the other breeders of this news. 

 

Patrick Hund 
Am Brink 1a 
D-30974 Wennigsen 
E-Mail: BiakLorikeet@gmx.de 




